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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MELISSA My co-authors with me today, Hilary Thompson from the University of Maryland and Austin Smith from Atlas Systems (previously from the University of Maryland) and I embarked on a research project about a year ago and subsequently wrote a paper for the IFLA ILDS Conference in Prague, Czech Repubic in October of 2019.  This presentation will walk through our study, starting with our fascinating literature review (I know these can be boring, but I hope this will peak even more interest in this topic), our Methodology, our case studies at our respective institutions,  the Peer survey that we conducted and the solutions and advocacy that has come from the findings. 



1.Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MELISSA Historically, the problem encountered with Interlibrary Loan requests for theses and dissertations was due to their scarcity (as well as the pain of pre-signed Thesis Declaration Forms, which we often still deal with today). The images above were taken at my library at the University of Minnesota, where we still have pre-2012 dissertations in print, bound volumes in our stacks. While the shift from print to electronic theses and dissertations (referred to as ETDs) over the past two decades should have paved the way for unfettered access to recently deposited graduate works, ETD embargoes by authors and vendor licensing restrictions have emerged as new barriers for resource sharing. 



Literature Review
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Presentation Notes
MELISSA  There is no shortage of peer-reviewed literature on the subject of dissertation and thesis embargoes, but I also found myself going down the rabbit hole of reading numerous blog posts by students and faculty from all over the world. There is definitely a side that people take here.  The Open Access side or the Embargo side, whereby an author can elect to not allow their thesis or dissertation to be viewed online or purchased for anywhere from 6 months, to 6 years or indefinitely . The most common reason why scholars elect to embargo is fear that the publishers won’t want to publish a work that is already available through a digital repository or a ProQuest Dissertation & Thesis subscription.  One academic even linked not embargoing a dissertation to the library not wanting to purchase a later publication of the work, they write, “Because as library costs become increasingly strained, library acquisitions folk themselves (the people who buy the books from the presses, and serve as the majority of the latter’s market base), are already able to access your work via the subscription to the dissertation/thesis index they already pay for, and have become increasingly unlikely to purchase the book unless it seems to deviate significantly from the original dissertation...”  I don’t know about your library, but I don’t think our selectors would go this far to see if something had previously been a dissertation.  On the other side of the coin, many write about how sharing their dissertation openly made their work recognized which can’t happen, if nobody can read it.  There are also many who write that there is no supporting evidence that not embargoing a dissertation has any serious financial and professional repercussions.  



Literature Review
• Demand for graduate works extends across borders, with local 

dissertations ranked as the 2nd or 3rd most difficult type of material 
to acquire in the 2011, 2015, and 2019 international ILL surveys 
conducted by the STARS section of RUSA ALA.

• Embargoes of ETDs are one of the primary culprits … and they 
repres ent a barrier not only to open acces s  on the Internet, but als o 
to res ource s haring.

• Embargoes  appear to be increas ing over time.
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Presentation Notes
MELISSA Now for that impact on Interlibrary Loan: Baich & Weltin, 2012; Munson, Thompson, Cabaniss, Nance, & Erlandsen, 2016; Munson and Thompson, 2019)Research conducted by Schopfel & Prost in 2014Also Schopfel & Prost in 2014



Literature Review
• Morris (2004) University of Georgia

• Even the American Historical Association’s recommendation (2013) 
added that authors who elect to embargo their ETD should also 
deposit a print copy in their university library for lending, or 
alternatively provide a digital copy to those on campus or access via 
the author’s explicit permission. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MELISSAIn 2004, S.D. Morris discusses the University of Georgia’s successful transition from lending print to electronic dissertations, including steps taken to ensure ETDs with embargoes could still be lent via ILL. In 2013, that AHA recommended that graduate students embargo ETDs out of fear that an open access one is less likely to be published. Note that the AHA recommendation of print copies in libraries is not a realistic possibility in today’s world of saving space within libraries. 



Methodology: Mixed Methods
• ILLiad

– Borrowing and Lending request data

• WorldCat
– Degree metadata (Borrowing)

• Institutional Repositories (DRUM and UDC)
– Degree metadata (Lending)
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Methodology: Mixed Methods
• SQL and ILLiad Custom Searches

– Dependent on data quality
– Require knowledge of historical ILL policy

• Python scripts
– For normalizing and linking data
– Exported to spreadsheets for analysis
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2. Borrowing Case Studies

Universities of Maryland (UMC) and Minnesota (MNU) 
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2,570 requests
For thes es  and dis s ertations , FY 2015-2018 

33% e-delivery
Includes  s canned files , open acces s , and ProQues t ETDs

83% fill rate
Which is  lower than overall fill rate of 88%

UMC
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UMC Fill Rate by Material Age
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1,719 requests
For thes es  and dis s ertations , FY 2018 

29% e-delivery
Includes  s canned files  (19%) + open acces s  (81%)

76% fill rate
Which is  lower than overall fill rate of 92%

MNU
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MNU Requests for Theses & Dissertations

47%

29%

24%
Print
Electronic
Cancelled
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Presentation Notes
MELISSA 47% filled print, 29% filled electronic and 24% were Cancelled: Cancellations due to author embargoes accounted for about 6% of cancellations (hard to tell from data); 88% of cancellations are due to lack of subscription to ProQuest Global Dissertations Database; and another 6% were cancelled for other reasons such as the non-circulating status of print copies. 



MNU Fill Rate by Material Age
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MELISSA Like Maryland, Minnesota also sees a lower fill rate for graduate works, and that fill rate improves by about 20% for those with deposit dates older than the last 4 years (likely the impact of embargoes).  While staff in our borrowing office are trained to search for an open access copy within intuitional repositories, through aggregators like OATD.org,  DART E-Thesis Portal and through ProQuest (as there are OA dissertations within the limited ProQuest Dissertations database), our fill rate for dissertations never meets the higher standard of our overall requests.  As noted on the earlier slide, Minnesota doesn’t have a PQDT Global subscription so this highly impacts our ability to share ETDs. 



3. Lending Case Studies

Universities of Maryland (UMC) and Minnesota (MNU) 
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MNU ETD Embargos Placed by Authors
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MELISSA The embargo process at Minnesota is handled by our Office of the Registrar rather than the University Libraries.  Due to a transition in systems, they were only able to provide a limited amount of embargo data, with only academic year 2018 appearing to be complete.  In that academic year, 21% of Minnesota’s ETDs had embargoes placed on them (193 of 929 deposits), which is significantly lower than Maryland’s embargo rate of 51% for the same period. Indeed, the research uncovered embargo rates around 42 to 47% being a norm in recent years and also increasing, especially since the American Historical Association’s recommendation in 2013. Minnesota’s lower embargo rate may be an indication that scholars are likely to conform to what their peers are choosing to do with respect to OA of their graduate works. 



MNU Lending Requests Received by Fiscal Year
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MELISSA: Lending requests for graduate works dropped by 71% over this 5 year period.  One would hope that this trend downward is due to borrowers finding access without having to make an ILL request. The free availability of ETDs in our institutional repository and a borrowing library’s subscription to ProQuest may be factors, as well as the fact that we have not cataloged ETDs in OCLC since 2014. 



84% fill rate
For all 5 fis cal years

Low embargo impact
Thos e depos ited from 2010-2017 were < 5% of reques ts

99% filled print
1% (24 of 1,751) digitized or s hared link to ETD

MNU
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MELISSA The number of ILL requests for University of Minnesota theses deposited in recent years is so low, we didn’t have enough data to measure the impact of embargoes on user access.  



Embargoes by Discipline

University of Minnesota 
College of Science & 
Engineering: 29%

College of Liberal Arts: 19%

College of Education & Human 
Development: 10%

University of Maryland 
College of Computer, Mathematical & 
Natural Sciences: 25%

School of Engineering: 24% 

College of Arts & Humanities: 16%
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MELISSABoth Minnesota and Maryland evaluated embargo data at our respective institutions. MNU: Within CSE the subjects of Chemistry and Biomedical Engineering had the highest number of embargoes, while within CLA dissertations in History had the highest number.UMC: Within CMNS, the subject of Biology had the highest number of embargoes. Within Engineering, mechanical had the most, and within ARHU, English had the most. However, it should be noted that at Maryland, the Business School actually had the highest rate of embargos, with 66% of students depositing ETDs electing to embargo their work. 
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HILARY: Moving on now to consider the lending of the University of Maryland’s theses and dissertations  to users at other libraries. I’ll start with a brief history of ETDs at our university. At Maryland the deposit of an electronic version in ProQuest and our digital repository became a requirement for all graduate students in Fall 2003. At first the ETD supplemented the deposit of an archival copy in the library (replacing the circulating print copy as an access copy), but in 2013, the ETD became the only version of these works. Since 2006 Maryland graduate students have had the option to place an embargo on their work for 1 year, 6 years, or an indefinite period. 



UMC ETD Embargos Placed by Authors
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HILARY: An examination of 12 years of data on ETDs reveals that embargoes are on the rise, with the percentage of graduate students who elect to embargo their ETD increasing from 29% to 51%. There are distinct differences between the volume and type of embargoes over this period, with two trends worth noting. 2010 marked the first rise in embargoes, which was driven by an increase in 1-year embargoes (shown in light blue). Approx. 100 additional 1 year embargos were placed per year between 2010-2014, as compared to the first four years where embargoes were permitted. 2014 saw the start of a second, more concerning trend: the rise in 6-year embargoes (shown in orange), which have increased 615% over the past 4 years. While the American Historical Association’s 2013 statement encouraging embargoes for up to 6 years likely contributed to this change, all UMD colleges and schools experienced an increase in 6-year embargoes during this period. Indefinite embargoes, shown in dark blue, are thankfully rare, with only three being approved between 2013-2015 



Requests for UMC Theses & Dissertations
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HILARY: What impact has the change in deposit practices had on the lending of theses and dissertations via ILL? The volume of requests received for graduate works fluctuated between 2011 and 2018, with a general downward trend due to the growth of ETDs in our digital repository. The fill rate for these materials has also been on the decline, which is concerning given their unique nature and the lack of fulfillment alternatives. Several factors contributed to this decline, most notably the withdrawal of the library’s circulating copies and the increase in the volume of 6 year embargoes, both of which date to 2014. This is the year where the gap in this graph really starts to widen, and also when I (as Head of ILL) started paying particular attention to these materials. 



Cancellation Reasons for UMC T&Ds
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HILARY: As a result of the changing local landscape for graduate works, our lending policies also had to evolve and adapt. This resulted in great fluctuation in the frequency of cancellation reasons used for theses and dissertations, as we tried to respond to the changes happening around us. 3 changes I would like to highlight here:Following the withdrawal of the circulating theses and dissertations, ILL worked closely with Special Collections to rethink policies and workflows to enhance access to the archival copies. We implemented on demand scanning and eventually moved the T&Ds to high density storage (which has staff scanning on site daily) to expedite this work. Result: it took time to realize improvements from these efforts, but by 2018, all cancellations due to ILL policies or workflows were down, which is great.At the same time we started on demand scanning, we also started referring borrowing libraries to ProQuest Theses & Dissertations Global (where possible), in an effort to keep the workload of full-text scanning in the Special Collections reading room at a manageable level. These referrals (show in purple) have decreased recently as our capacity to scan has increased and our knowledge of our ProQuest license has evolved.The third change, of course, is embargos (shown here in orange). While all other cancellation reasons were falling, cancellations due to embargos were rising. By 2018 embargoes were the top cancellation reason, reaching an all-time high of 20%. 



Fill Rate for UMC Theses & Dissertations
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HILARY: As you can see even more clearly here, embargoes impede the success of our ongoing efforts to improve access to these materials. We are hampered by current university policy, which provides no exception for controlled lending of embargoed ETDs that mirrors lending of print theses and dissertations. Ultimately, to overcome the orange gap and improve our fill rate, ILL staff need both the right and the means to lend embargoed ETDs to library users in a mediated fashion. Unfortunately, this is not something that we can fix on our own within ILL or within the Libraries; change at the campus level is necessary. 



4. Peer Perspectives

Survey of R1 University Libraries in the U.S. 
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Presentation Notes
HILARY: Since libraries’ ability to lend theses and dissertations affect other libraries’ ability to supply these materials to their patrons, we also conducted a survey of peer institutions’ lending practices to determine if the issues affecting our units were common and to discover any best practices for lending graduate works. 



131 R1 Universities
Survey was  dis tributed to ILL s upervis ors  at each

48% res pons e rate
Res ults  likely repres entative of U.S . res earch libraries

63 res pons es
Received over a 4-week period
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HILARY: The survey was distributed to ILL supervisors at 131 Research 1 institutions across the United States in May 2019. We received 63 responses, yielding a response rate of 48% (results = representative). 



Searching & Connecting Borrowers with ETDs
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HILARY: From the survey we learned that 88% of respondents do search for ETDs in their university’s institutional repository and connect borrowing libraries with open access copies when found, indicating a high awareness of leveraging digital repositories for fulfillment. However, there is not yet a standard for connecting users with the ETD once it is found. Providing a link to the full text via an OCLC conditional message or email is the most prevalent method at 40%, but downloading and sending the PDF is also common. It’s worth noting that some do this at no cost, while others charge the borrowing library for this service. 



Ability to Lend from ProQuest
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HILARY: The survey also asked a series of questions related to lending ETDs from ProQuest, and the responses reveal inconsistency in licensing language and/or understanding of those terms across institutions. While some libraries have obtained such permissions, there is not yet a significant majority that are able to electronically lend ETDs from ProQuest 



Ability to Lend Embargoed ETDs
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5%3% No lending embargoed ETDs
in any format
No lending embargoed ETDs
but may lend print copy
Yes, lending embargoed ETDs
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Don't know if lending
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Don't know if embargoes are
permitted
No embargoes are permitted
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HILARY: The survey responses also suggest that embargoes are a common barrier to sharing theses and dissertations at U.S. research libraries. 92% of respondents indicated that embargoes are permitted at their institutions, but only 7% can lend an electronic copy before the embargo ends. This is a huge gap, and in our opinion, a very concerning one! Especially since the majority of respondents cannot lend any version of the ETD while it is under embargo. 



Methods for Lending Embargoed ETDs

1. Contact author to request permission + PDF

2. Contact ETD team, which shares request directly 
with author (who may share directly)

3. Download and share PDF

4. Request temporary link from ETD team
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HILARY: Fortunately, there are some libraries who have overcome this barrier and were willing to share their workflows for lending embargoed ETDs. In two cases, the library contacts the author upon receiving a request, and it is the author who makes the decision and supplies the file. At the third library an ILL staff member downloads and shares a PDF directly, while at the fourth, the digital repository manager creates a temporary link that expires in 2 weeks. Both of the latter methods allow for controlled access to the embargoed ETD, but explicit permission from the author is not sought at the point of lending. (Presumed, but not disclosed by the respondents, is whether permission for such use was granted by the author at the time of deposit). The last question invited respondents to share other information about lending theses and dissertations at their library, and those answers also reveal actions that ILL practitioners could undertake to improve access to these unique materials. 6 open responses mentioned one-time projects or ongoing workflows to digitize print theses and dissertations. The importance of advocacy for resource sharing also appeared repeatedly (vendors, but also campus community). 



5. Conclusion
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Old Obstacles
Shipping Costs, Fear of Loss

Limited Availability 

New Barriers
ETD Embargoes

Licensing Restrictions
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HILARY: As we have (hopefully) illustrated, the landscape surrounding the deposit and access of theses and dissertations within the U.S. is both complex and in flux, shifting from longtime obstacles to accessing graduate works (such as shipping costs, fear of loss, and limited availability) to new digital barriers (namely, embargoes and licensing restrictions). 



Solutions
Controlled Digital Lending

Rethink Restrictive Policies
Negotiate Licensing Terms

Improve Discoverability

Advocacy
Within the Library

Across the University
With Vendors
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HILARY: Fortunately, our research has revealed potential paths to navigate this terrain. For embargoed ETDs, a university-level policy change and supporting infrastructure may be required for controlled digital lending. Beyond addressing embargoes, there are other ways for lending libraries to improve access to graduate works, including digitization of print copies; negotiating with vendors to improve licensing terms; and ensuring the discoverability of these materials within WorldCat. To implement these solutions, advocacy is required at multiple levels and with different players. We hope our presentation inspires those of you facing similar challenges to join us in advocating for improved access to graduate works moving forward. 



Melissa Eighmy Brown
University of Minnesota Libraries
eighm002@umn.edu Austin Smith

Atlas Systems
asmith@atlas-sys.comHilary Thompson

University of Maryland Libraries
hthomps1@umd.edu
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That concludes our presentation!  In addition to answering any questions, we would like to invite you all to share your experiences with theses and dissertations. What challenges are you facing at your institution? If you have successfully overcome these barriers, do you have any advice to share? 
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